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How to reply when someone says hope you had a good weekend

You could say “Thank you, I’m going to enjoy the rest of 2018. I hope you do, too. You could say: Thank you, and I want the same for you. ́ or: Thank you, I hope yours is just as pleasant. . What's a good evening response? Hello sldxhy, if you mean “what should you say in response?”, you can only say
“thank you”, or “thank you very much”, or “thank you” or – if you want to be humorous: “Thank you, I will try!” How do they say they enjoy the night? Ways to say "Night Night Night." Sweet dreams! Sleep well. Sleep well. Dreams of me! Go to bed, sleeper! Sleep well! It's time to ride the rainbow on the
land of dreams! Other articles... What do you write when someone says good morning? Originally Answer: What should we say when someone wishes us good morning? The simplest answer is Good morning. If someone wishes you good morning, the best answer wishes him the same sentence.
However, in the field, it has become the tendency to respond with the word morning . How does it respond to good morning? Greeting them, “Good morning also to you” if your relationship is informal in nature and closeness among you. You can also add something like ‘So what is up for the day and
continue the conversation in a convenient time zone. In formal cases, it would be ideal for you to say "thank you and want the same. How do you say thank you? You can say everything you want, but there can be more appropriate things you can say. For example, you might want to say “Thank youThat's
less embarrassing. But if what you really mean is “there’s nothing to do,” then say instead. Was it good or appreciated? O. You can use both if the person you are talking to just watched the movie. But if the person looked at her any time ago, she wouldn't say, "Have you enjoyed it?" that gives a sense of
immediacy. You'd just say: "Did you like it?" How do you enjoy your leave? But surely you can not say “Happy on leave”. You can still say “young” in most circumstances: “Enjoy your break/leave/holiday/Christmas/summer/coffee/swim...” I think “Enjoy your break” is the best! Thank you! What does it say
when someone says they're enjoying the day? The simple answer is to answer with a “thank you. “If I had been with me, I would have had more fun.. “What is the answer to having a great day? If the person is saying: “Good day!”, like the end of the conversation, is educated to say: “Thank you, too!” This
shows that they hope they have a good day too. A simple “thank you” can never be wrong. I doubt that there is a “new way” to answer “Enjoy”. his good.. that someone is worried about you... and your health... the other person may not be known ...’bout at what stage of life you are living... so it will not be
good... to say” easy to stay enjoy.... What is the answer to have a good day too? To look nicer, you can add “thanks / thanks” toreply: Have a good day! Thank you, too! As for the answer “similarly”, I think it might work too; although the part “I would like the same to you” seems to be redundant. What is
the answer to have a good holiday? B: Thank you. Happy holidays to you too!... It is also quite common to hear more informal answers, such as: “And (also) to you!” You too! Thank you, too! Happy new year to you and your (when you want to extend your wishes to the other person's family)Dec 21, 2016
The weekends are a great topic for small chats. Americans can ask you your weekend plans from Thursday – even before Wednesday. Perhaps you have already heard questions like “What are you doing this weekend?”, “What are you going to do this weekend?”, or “Do you have great plans for the
weekend?”, And when you get back to work or school on Monday, what's the most common question you'll hear? “How did your weekend go?” The weekends are a great topic to make small talk. Especially if you did something fun on the weekend and want to share. However, if you haven't done anything
special on weekends, this question can make you feel like you have nothing to say, as if you were to kill the conversation. Don't worry – I hear you. In this episode, you will learn some answers for when people ask: “How was your weekend?” when you did something. In the second half of the episode, you
will learn to respond friendly –kill the conversation – even if you did nothing on the weekend. Come on! Get 2 months practice talking free when you enter my new course Talk about next weekend or weekend that you just passed is a fantastic little topic of conversation! Who doesn't love their weekends?
And there are a ton of other funny conversation ideas I would like to share with you too! That's why I have a new course designed to help you master social situations and daily conversations in your professional life. It teaches you how to socialize with confidence, and build those important personal and
professional relationships, get techniques to make you a good conversation, as well as understand cultural differences at a deeper level. If you want interesting conversations without feeling uncomfortable and to make real connections in business, you can sign up here to get information about the course!
In addition, in November 2019, we are making a VERY SPECIAL offer, where you get 2 months practice speaking free of charge with the course! Click here to subscribe to my list and receive your invitation! Next weekend When Wednesday turns around, your colleagues can ask, “Do you have any plans
this weekend?”, or a similar question. A good format is to answer with: 1). What you're gonna do. 2). “Why...” Your plans can be anything from seeing a movie, getting out of the city, or even reading a new book. For example, you could say: “Yes, I’m going to see the new starfilm....” and then describe the
activity with “why...” “Yes, I’m going to see the new star trek movie because I’m a big fan.” “Do you have any plans this weekend?” “Yes, I’m going to bake a cake because it’s my best friend’s birthday. She loves chocolate and I thought it would be a nice surprise!” how did your weekend go? (you did
things!) is Monday morning and you can expect about 5 people at work for everyone to ask you: “What did you do during the weekend?” or “Have you had a good weekend?” or “How was your weekend?” all right, you feel pretty good about this question today because you did things on the weekend.
Maybe you went on a trip, did a wine degotation, or worked on your English! once again, it is better to respond with an activity you did on the weekend and something about it. This could be a reason you did the business or if you liked it. for example, “How was your weekend?” “It was nice! I saw the new
star trek movie. I dressed like my favorite character and everything! but the film itself was not very good and I feel asleep. and I don’t think I’m the only one!” or: “It was fantastic! I went shopping with my sister and I took a new dress. It fits like a glove.” (“Fits like a glove” is an expression that means it fits
very well.”) or if you want to be a little fun: “I took a flight to London Friday night and dined with Prince Harry and Meghan Markle. Yes,He saw their baby and is also nicer in person. I was offered to fly to Pamplona for the bull race. Unfortunately, I had to refuse their invitation because I had already
committed the work with Ryan Reynolds. Anyway, how was your weekend? Honestly, no matter what you say in response. The important thing is to make an effort to participate in the conversation in English. Shows that you “play the game” of small words. This is important if you want to give a positive
impression of yourself. How was the weekend? Oh, it's Monday morning and... It seems that twice as many people are asking you “How was your weekend?” Yeah, you're sure at least 10 people asked you... but you didn't do anything on the weekend. You feel like a lazy, boring person. Don't worry –
you're still your charming self! You can still respond friendly even if you haven't done anything on the weekend. But first – here is a tip: it is better not to answer with: “I stayed at home”. “I didn’t do anything” or simply, “Nothing”, and don’t give further details. *Back-up * Actually, this is one of the biggest
mistakes I see students make when I ask them “How was your weekend?” They say, “Oh, I didn’t do anything,” and then they stop talking, so they don’t seem to want to talk to me! If you want to engage in a friendly chat, we will need a more personable answer. Thehere is to show the enthusiasm when
you make small talk, even if you did nothing special. We learn some fantastic answers so you can respond in a fun way, even if you did not have fun on weekends. Me-time and beauty sleep Let's say all you did on the weekend was hung around in your pajamas and sleep. What might seem boring for you
may seem like a dream for someone else. “How was your weekend? “It was beautiful! I stayed at home and fell asleep. I've been so busy lately, so it was nice to finally have some me-time and get my beauty sleep.” As you may have guessed, “me-time” is the time for me! Or better for you. It is basically
time for yourself, to rest, relax and refresh your energy. “Beauty sleep” means restful sleep that can give a younger look. Looks like something worth doing on weekends, don't you agree? I cleaned my apartment. Maybe you cleaned all weekend. Well, that's nothing – that's something! Once again, other
people may want that they had that luxury of having time to clean their house all weekend, instead of letting everything accumulate because they don't have time to clean.. “How did your weekend go?” “It was all right. I cleaned my apartment from above down. I've been on my way to work and I haven't
had time to keep it tidy.” I had a strange dream. Even if you didn't do anything on the weekend, maybe you had an interesting dream? You could say: “My weekend was ok. I didn't.But I had a strange dream. I dreamed I was chimping on a rollercoaster! And you remember your dreams?” Are you seeing a
pattern here? Small talk should not be super smart or philosophical. Friendly conversation can be done on anything – even a strange dream. And if you are afraid to ask questions because you are not sure that you will understand what your colleague says in return, make sure you improve your
understanding skills for fast-spoken English! To sum up, if you feel like you didn't do anything on the weekend and still want to have a friendly conversation, don't despair! As long as you are excited and provide a detail or two, you can still participate in small talk. And remember – what may seem boring to
you – how to sleep or clean – could be a dream that comes true for your colleague. So feel free to share! Share! how do you reply to hope you had a good weekend. how do you respond to hope you had a good weekend. how to reply hope you had a good weekend. what to reply when someone says
hope you had a great weekend
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